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A B S T R A C T

Machine learning methods are considered a promising approach for improving operations and processes in manufacturing. However, the application of machine
learning often requires the expertise of a data scientist combined with thorough knowledge of the manufacturing processes. Small and medium-sized companies that
specialize in certain high value-added, variant rich production processes often lack an in-house data scientist and therefore miss out on generating a deeper datadriven insight from their production data streams. This paper proposes a three-step machine learning methodology to empower process experts with limited
knowledge in machine learning: 1) data exploration through clustering, 2) representation of the production systems behaviour through specially structured neural
networks and 3) querying this representation through evolutionary algorithms to achieve decision support through online optimization or scenario simulation. The
chosen algorithms focus on parameter-light, well-established, general use algorithms in order to lower knowledge requirements for their application.

1. Introduction, motivation
The manufacturing sector is experiencing an unprecedented increase
in data availability. This data has a variety of formats, semantics, and
quality levels as it comprises e.g. sensor data from a production line,
machine tool parameters from production assets, material datasets from
suppliers and overhead data [83]. The data sources are utilized in order
to address increasing requirements for highly flexible production envi
ronments working in a decentralized interconnected manner [19].
Smart Factories are based on Internet of Things (IoT) and Cyber Physical
Systems (CPS) and offer data sources and connectivity to other smart
systems [47]. The growing accessibility and analytics of large quantities
of data in volumes that call for different data handling and processing
techniques is often referred to as Big Data. The availability of e.g.
quality- or production-relevant Big Data offers the potential to sustain
ably improve process and product quality [41]. The process to obtain
new helpful insights out of Big Data is called Data Mining [37]. Gener
ally, it can be concluded that to utilize the growing availability of data a
methodical support is needed to process non-linear relationships, high
dimensionality and temporal changes.
Continuously growing demand for highly customized, smart prod
ucts with short development cycles and high customer requirements
concerning product quality and efficiency are some of the challenges

manufacturers will be facing in the future [27]. This motivates com
panies to think about changes to their business processes and aim for
new ways to optimize their production, further increase product quality
and transform stakeholder requirements into reliable products [15].
Many researchers of the manufacturing research community
[36,76,58,29] agree that the main challenges of manufacturing on an
international and general level are driving the increasing complexity
and dynamics of the manufacturing sector. The tasks not only affect the
production processes but also products, production systems, businesses
and networks of companies [1]. The field of large data volumes with
high complexity is predestined for the application of machine learning
(ML) methods, which offer the ability to mine insights from data that
alternative methods (e.g. control charts for assessing process stability,
monitoring statistical parameters and KPIs, model building for regres
sion or simulation of processes) could not find as they either offer only
limited possibilities (e.g. control charts or key performance indicators
(KPI)) or require a sound knowledge of the process in order to be able to
provide correct statements (e.g. simulations). In contrast, machine
learning has the potential to address the new manufacturing challenges.
Nevertheless, applying ML methods in a manufacturing environment
also adds a challenge itself. The available data is usually characterized
by high volume, velocity and variety as well as high dimensionality,
partly inadequate quality, different formats, structures, and semantics.
Data driven methods for optimizing manufacturing problems must be
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provided, which offers means to try out many parameter configurations
systematically.
The practical application of the proposed methodology will be
demonstrated by applying it to a public dataset of a test setup of an
industrial winding process. The aim is to analyse the data to find
structure, learn a representation of the system behaviour with the help
of this structure and then use this representation in an optimization. This
can be used for decision support purposes for the production line
personnel for example when deciding which parameter settings to use to
accomplish a desired output value (e.g. measured quality related out
puts) with non-tunable input values (e.g. measured material properties).
Although one specific use case is shown in detail the methodology is kept
generic and offers many other benefits that can be employed likewise.
The following Section 2 gives an overview over the state of the art
regarding ML as a tool for manufacturers and each step of the method
ology. Section 3 presents the methodology concept in its three steps. In
the first step, a data exploration through unsupervised TS ML is pre
sented. The second step is about learning a system representation, which
uses the structure that was found in the previous sections to train a
neural network (NN). Then, in the third step the learned system repre
sentation is queried in an optimization with evolutionary algorithms.
The paper continues with a proof of concept in Section 4 and closes with
a conclusion followed by an outlook and future work in Section 5.

Nomenclature
DWT
KPI
LSTM
MIMO
MISO
ML
MNN
MSE
NARX
NN
R
Sec
SME
TS

Dynamic Time Wraping
Key Performance Indicator
Long Short Term Memory
Multiple Input Multiple Output
Multiple Input Single Output
Machine Learning
Modular Neural Networks
Mean Squared Error
Nonlinear Autoregressive Neural Networks with
External Input
Neural Network
Correlation Coefficient
Seconds
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises
Time Series

able to function under these conditions or at least offer the capability to
be combined with data transformation and cleansing algorithms that
address these issues [80]. Hence, there is a broad expertise of available
ML tools needed to find the right one. This lack of methodological
knowledge poses a problem for small and medium sized enterprises
(SMEs) in manufacturing which start to implement Industry 4.0 aspects
and struggle to process the new data volumes for new insights [34].
Often SMEs already have knowledgeable process experts for their pro
duction assets but lack an on-site data scientist or ML engineer, who is
needed to implement data mining methods from the very start. Hence a
methodology is needed that offers predefined steps to ease ML re
quirements and workhours of an external ML expert, and it also needs to
be able to manage data with hidden context structure and different
characteristics.
Therefore, this paper presents a three-step time series ML method
ology, which includes data exploration, a learned system representation,
as well as an approach to run optimizations on this representation, for
example for decision support. When applying the methodology, a pro
duction line’s time series (TS) are clustered and subsequently modelled
with a modular neural network (MNN). The model is then optimized by
querying the MNN systematically in order to find data patterns for the
production line’s input variables that will result in an optimal objective
function value which is use case depended.
The main scope of this paper are the following aspects:

2. Related work
The concept of ML is known for several decades and its general un
derstanding still holds. It is a set of methods for programming com
puters, to learn to solve problems or make predictions based on training
data rather than a predefined procedure [69]. ML methods deliver a
promising approach for addressing the key future challenges in the
manufacturing sector especially in the context of industrial big data.
When ML is applied to industrial TS, the most popular approaches
are unsupervised ML [79] and TS prediction with NNs [18,31]. Both
mentioned research subfields have various application areas. In a
manufacturing context unsupervised ML and prediction NNs are often
used for predictive maintenance [81,20,13]and quality monitoring or
anomaly detection [82]. The approaches taken in these application
fields are often similar. At first the data is pre-processed and cleansed of
outliers, before different features of the data are calculated which pre
sumably correlate with the behaviour, that should be modelled (e.g.
wear, normal / abnormal behaviour or quality defects). Then a ML al
gorithm is applied to these features and/or the data to either find
structure in the data itself (unsupervised ML) or to model the relation
ship of a target behaviour to input data patterns (supervised ML).

1) Introduction of a ML methodology which combines a clustering of
TS, representing them with MNNs and using this representation for
optimization purposes like parameter tuning, in order to gain more
benefits combined than the algorithms alone. The intention is to use
the results of each step in the next one with the aim to achieve an
advantage than from the application of each algorithm separately.
2) Presenting an approach to integrate TS cluster and plant topology
information into an MNN.
3) The utilization of a grid search in preparation for an easier setup of
NNs for ML novices.
4) Showcasing the clustering and representation step of the methodol
ogy on a real-world public dataset and demonstrating the optimi
zation step on a synthetical optimization task on the same dataset.

2.1. Data exploration through clustering
TS ML is special because originally, ML algorithms were developed to
analyse static or structured data, however, advances in technology made
data acquisition and storage easy and cheap. These advances led to an
increase in the acquisition of TS which are dynamic and often less
structured by default [30]. Nearly every numerically describable aspect
that changes over time can be viewed as a TS, but at first, popular ML
techniques could not directly be applied to them. This restriction was
due to the large size that TS can have, their high dimensionality, noise,
or co-dependencies [80]. To address these problems of applying ML
techniques to TS a suitable pre-processing, an aggregated data repre
sentation, and an adapted concept of similarity are needed.
A major part of the requirements can be addressed by searching for
patterns in a TS that reoccur similarly at different occasions. These
patterns are called TS motifs. Motifs are potential candidates in a TS
clustering, since simply using all subsequences that can be extracted
with a sliding window would result in a meaningless clustering. This
problem was reported by Keogh, Lin et al. [49] and proven theoretically
by Idé [45]. Motifs in an industrial manufacturing data stream can be

The methodology aims to support process experts with limited
knowledge in ML. Hence, it includes a set of and a recommendation for
validated ML algorithms at each step of the methodology. The chosen
algorithms all have in common that there is only little parameter tuning
necessary which simplifies their application. For the parameterization of
the neural network (NN) in the second step a spreadsheet interface is
2
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corresponded to typical process states that a production asset undergoes
in a normal operation.
As it is possible to build a similarity matrix over all motifs, popular
clustering techniques can be applied (e.g. k-means [54], OPTICS Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure[4], agglomerative
linkage [73]. Those techniques do not have to be specific for dynamic
data anymore since they work on a similarity matrix instead of raw data.
Through the choice of clustering algorithms is broadened from special
ized TS-specific algorithms to a wide variety of clustering algorithms.
Mueen, Keogh et al. (2009) already presented a suitable algorithm for
unsupervised TS ML that will be adapted for this paper. The adaption
also follows principles of Keogh, Lin et al. [49] and other publications
from that research group [50,78,84].
With these requirements of applying ML to TS met, there is still the
problem of parameter tuning that hinders manufacturing process ex
perts with limited ML experience to apply existing ML algorithms to
their data. As a meta-study by Chiu [22] found, many ML algorithms
exist and many claim better accuracy than rivalling methods in the tasks
on which they were reported on. Often this good reported performance
is due to cherry picking in the training, testing and validation data, due
to a posteriori parameter tuning or due to the lack of a common test data
basis. Validating claims made by proposed algorithms are difficult to
investigate. It would be better to evaluate algorithms on well-known
benchmark data or to use algorithms that only have few parameters.
Therefore, parameter-free or parameter-light algorithms [78,50]are
chosen for the scope of this paper and publicly available test data used
by the research community [11,10,25].

parameter combinations within those inputs, which are controllable by
an operator. Because the MNN are based on discrete clusters and may
have discrete input parameters, it might happen that the space of
possible solutions for a given optimization task is discontinuous or has
integer discrete steps. This difficulty together with the many and com
plex variables involved calls for an optimization method that can
manage high dimensional problems with discontinuous solution spaces
and non-linear system behaviour. This requirement reduces the choice
of appropriate optimization methods. Because the learned representa
tion is used as a data-driven simulation model of a production line the
authors have researched simulation optimization methods.
The field of simulation optimization methods can be structured in
different ways Fu [32] and Carson and Maria [17] classify them into
response surface methodology, gradient-based search methods, sto
chastic optimization, statistical methods and heuristic methods. An
approach to offer support in choosing the right simulation optimization
method is presented in Jalali and Nieuwenhuyse [46]. There the main
questions in guiding this decision is whether the decision variables are
discrete or continuous, whether the objective function is differentiable
and whether the set of feasible solutions is small or large to infinite.
Following this study, the choice of possible simulation optimization
methods for the proposed methodology is reduced to meta-heuristics
and ordinal optimization. Ordinal optimization requires setting nontrivial problem-dependent parameters which is why it was not chosen
here [42]. Meta-heuristics comprise many approaches like particle
swarm optimization, genetic algorithms, evolutionary algorithms and
artificial bee colony algorithms. They all have in common that they do
not need a differentiable objective function and that work through
balancing aspects of exploitation and exploration. Their disadvantage is
that they converge more slowly, they need some kind of strategy pa
rameters to be set and that optimality of found solutions is not guar
anteed [21,63]. Nevertheless are they popular especially in multiobjective problems which cannot be scalarized to a single variable
[46]. The authors chose to use an evolutionary algorithm because it
offers possibilities to make problem specific strategy parameters (like
the mutation rate) part of the solution variables which creates a metaoptimization for those values. This aspect has the advantage of accel
erating the algorithm’s convergence and eases the choice of parameter
settings for a practitioner. Evolutionary strategies can work with these
requirements and are they known to achieve great exploration and
exploitation in a high dimensional solution space [67,71,65,28,64].
Evolutionary algorithms compile solutions of a problem at hand into
genes, select fitting solutions, and then proceed to work with a popu
lation of solutions in a problem-independent way (e.g. by searching
solutions through recombination and mutation). This is different from
regular optimization algorithms, which work with single-point solutions
in a problem-specific way (e.g. gradient descent).
An evolutionary algorithm’s objective function either can be a var
iable, which is already part of the NN representation, or it can be a
performance index, which is calculated by combining several variables
of the trained network (e.g. a KPI). This indicator is used as a fitness
indicator in the selection operation that guides the optimization. If
several variables are used the user must consider how these are weighted
and combined because a pareto optimality is likely to occur. This means
that there is not a single best solution to be found but a pareto frontier,
which is a hyperplane of (pareto optimal) solution combinations where
no single criterion can be improved without making at least one other
criterion worse.

2.2. Learned representation
As already mentioned in this chapter’s introduction, predicting TS by
using NNs is a popular task in applying ML techniques to industrial TS
data[56].
Because NNs offer many degrees of freedom when creating them,
practitioners struggle to find the right form of network to learn the
behaviour of their data. Therefore, a technique is required that eases the
task of structuring of a NN. A well-established approach of this is to split
the NN into pieces that are more manageable and to mimic the problems
structure in the model structure. To achieve this, modular neural net
works (MNN) are used in this paper for predicting a production system’s
TS and modelling its behaviour. MNNs have been known in ML research
for three decades [70,5,2]. Especially the aspects of MNNs with manual
formation through expert knowledge as in Nardi, Togelius et al. [61] or
Anand, Mehrotra et al. [3] are employed in this paper. This manual
formation aspect helps to integrate the process expert knowledge about
the plant topology in the NN training to improve the NN learning per
formance. The plant topology describes upstream and downstream de
pendencies and therefore cause-effect relationships in the production
line [85].
TS cluster information are another information that can help the NN
to better learn the structure which is present in the production data. For
their integration, a dataset for the training of a NN is not split for cross
validation at random, but cluster-wise. This reuse of cluster information
for the NN training was adapted from Liu, Du et al. [53] as well as
Nguyen [62]. Alternatively, to using cluster information for dataset
segmentation is the provisioning of the cluster label as an additional
input to the NN.
2.3. Optimization with evolutionary algorithms

3. Concept

To maximize the benefit of a predictive model one option is to query
the model systematically to find optimal input parameters for a desired
system output. This can be used for example to offer decision support for
technical plant personnel in operation of the production assets by pre
dicting the system behaviour. In the proposed methodology trained
MNNs are used in optimization applications to find better production

The proposed methodology comprises three consecutive steps, as
depicted in the graphical abstract. The first step is exploratory and
concerned with clustering the TS. Structure is found by grouping reveal
reoccurring similar patterns together and interpreting the groups in a
meaningful way (e.g. a machine operation state). In the second step this
3
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structure is utilized, training a NN as a model for the system’s behaviour
to obtain a learned representation. The structure of the NN is modu
larized and the training data is enriched with the cluster information to
ease the training complexity and to represent the system topology more
accurately. In the third step, this trained NN is queried in an optimiza
tion with evolutionary algorithms, which can be beneficial in online
parameter- optimization. The learned representation can also be used in
simulating the near future, detecting anomalies, and deriving a decision
support in machine operation or predictive maintenance.
The aim of this methodology is to provide a set of tools and defined
steps to explore relationships in data, train a self-learned model for the
data and to query this model or to run optimizations on it. Separate
consecutive ML steps are combined to achieve synergetic effects by
integrating the results. In each step, new knowledge is derived through
ML, which is then used in the following step. It is intended that the
process expert’s input and their critical interpretation is essential at
some steps and that the methodology is by no means an automated
artificial intelligence for manufacturing operation. It should lower the
requirements for an external ML expert and help to empower existing
process experts, although they have limited knowledge in ML, to derive
insight and hidden relations from their collected manufacturing data.
The novelty of the methodology lies in the connection of these
different algorithms and in the creation of a concept that is usable by
practitioners in the manufacturing field who are not ML experts.

states additionally to the continuously changing point values. This can
already be utilized for:
• Calculation of KPIs e.g. by linking clusters to value-adding and nonvalue-adding machine operations.
• A diagnostic support in machine monitoring (e.g. is the machine
running in a typical state or has an anomaly) and (predictive)
maintenance applications (e.g. through the association of certain
clusters that occur in faulty or worn-out assets).
• If a TS is available that represents performance or quality data, a data
exploration can deliver even more benefits. A further benefit is
gained by finding relationships between certain process states or
process parameters and product quality. By discovering this rela
tionship, it becomes possible to classify if a current process state
corresponds to a known cluster that is associated with a certain
quality. In case, that a cluster is associated with sub-optimal quality
and it exists a cluster for the current product but with a better cor
responding quality, machine operators can be informed. Together
with this better cluster, the information could suggest machine pa
rameters that produced better results in the past.
3.2. Learned representation
A data-driven representation through NNs is utilized to model the
system behaviour for enabling to predict a production line’s output to a
certain input which is beneficial amongst others for an optimization.
NNs are a used for this step because they are an approach which has
proven very good results in real-world applications that are highdimensional, complex and governed by relationships which are diffi
cult to describe with analytical formulas [56]. Through the structuring
of networks into connected layers of neurons and the non-linear acti
vation function, NNs offer remarkable information processing and
learning capabilities. [9]
NNs are known for being able to learn very complex patterns in nonGaussian data. With them is also possible to use a process’ obvious input
values as well as measured intermediate data streams as training input
to learn the targeted process output data. This has already shown
beneficial in learning industrial application data[44].
Usually setting up a NN is a tedious task because many parameters
have to be decided which contradicts the methodology’s claim to be
parameter light and not require many workhours of a data scientist.
Therefore, the authors created a MATLAB script through which the setup
of a NN training can be done through filling out a spreadsheet table in
excel and running the script. The script connects the dataset’s di
mensions with the NN inputs and outputs and helps to provide refer
ences to organize the separate networks into an MNN later. The
spreadsheet table helps to set general training parameters (e.g. training
function, training repetitions, max number of epochs) to often used
default values. It also lets the user set network specific parameters (e.g.
node count in input, hidden and recurrent layers, splitting the data into
train / validation / test data). Because each network training configu
ration is only one spreadsheet-table row the configurations can be varied
systematically. This opens up the possibility to evaluate a whole range of
possible parameter configurations and utilize design of experiments
approaches [59] to find the optimal configuration. In this context an
experiment is a NN training, the parameters are the NN training
configuration parameters which cannot be set to default values. Similar
approaches have be used in many works before and proved to simplify
the NN configuration process [75,77,8,51]. As a preliminary study it was
investigated which Design of Experiments approach yielded a good
balance between training calculation time and training accuracy of the
found NN configuration for the use case presented in chapter 4. It was
concluded that a full-factorial or fully-crossed design or at least an
approach that uses a multilevel orthogonal array which is mapped to the
network parameter range worked better than other experiment designs
[74]. The code of the script and the spreadsheet table are available at

3.1. Data exploration through clustering
Before the application of the methodology the data is assumed to be
pre-processed and reduced in dimensions. Although most of the later
used algorithms can work with high dimensionality and outliers, the
expected results improve after the variables are transformed with a
principal component analysis and obvious outliers are removed.
Starting with an already pre-processed dataset, the proposed meth
odology begins with searching for patterns that reoccur similarly at
unique occasions. These so called TS motifs are useful cluster candidates
in a TS clustering, since they help the following algorithms to focus on
the similarity relationships of the occurring data patterns [49]. For the
extraction of TS motifs, which are used as features, the algorithm by
Mueen, Keogh et al. [60] was be adapted for this paper. For the
extraction of motifs, it has to be decided what size a typical TS pattern
should have. This is also known as the TS motif length and is one of the
few parameters the methodology needs. This is found either by exam
ining the raw data or by process knowledge. It is also possible to do a
grid search over possible motif lengths and evaluate which one produces
meaningful results, but often the motif length is given as a process work
cycle time.
With the extracted motif subsequences a similarity matrix has to be
built in order to apply general clustering methods to the dataset. This is
done by calculating the Dynamic Time Wrapping Distance [12] of each
motif subsequence to each other and apply a agglomerative linkage [73]
clustering to it. This produces a hierarchical clustering. The optimal
cluster count can be determined by heuristics, by inspecting the clus
tering hierarchy visually or by production process knowledge. Through
interpretation with a process expert the clusters can be associated with
machine states which is a valuable information that helps to structure
and enrich the production line’s TS. After the machine state clusters are
found a nearest neighbour classification can be used to assign incoming
new data to known machine states. The choice of algorithms for each of
these steps was the result of a large comparative calculation [38].
The data exploration provides the basis for the following process
steps in the presented methodology, as it provides structure which helps
in the following training of a regression model with NNs. Furthermore, it
already delivers several utilization options as an intermediate result.
Clustering TS data to reoccurring machine states generates metadata
that can be used in further semantic processing of the data. This meta
data makes it possible to view a TS as a sequence of meaningful discrete
4
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[39].
The learning model in the proposed methodology is an MNN, which
uses the previously found cluster information on the one side and the
plants’ topology on the other in its training.
3.3. Integration of cluster information
Usually, the TS would be separated for cross validation using a
random train-, validate, test-data split. But giving the NN unclustered
data directly forces the network to learn desired standard operating
conditions while they are mixed with frequent state transitions and
possible anomalies. This results in poor accuracy or a necessity of more
layers and neurons, which take more calculation effort in training. Here
the separated motif subsequences from the previous data exploration are
used to train the network instead. Liu, Du et al. [53] as well as Nguyen
[62] showed that using clusters instead of unstructured data brings an
improvement in training accuracy. This will be validated in the
following proof of concept. Using the structure of previously identified
clusters as training data simplifies the networks learning task because it
reduces complexity and focuses the training on normal steady-state
behaviour. Even if the network has to learn all clusters, knowing the
patterns starting points and using these in the training of the network
helps to learn the reoccurring structure. The differentiation between
standard operating conditions and transitions or anomalies is hence not
necessary to be learned in training because this structure is already
given by the clustering.

Fig. 1. Schematic of a NARX net. n stands for the node count in the hidden
layer, d1 for the number of input delay nodes and d2 the number of feedback
delay nodes.

Because the system’s behaviour is expected to be dynamic and nonlinear a Nonlinear Autoregressive neural network with external input
(NARX) is used to learn its behaviour. In several works, it was shown
that NARX networks “[…] consistently outperform standard NN based
predictors, such as the TDNN [feedforward time delay neural network].”
[57]. NARX networks use their output values as an additional input to
the network (as shown in Fig. 1). This enables them to not only from
external input but also from their own state. This represents many dy
namic processes better than simple feed-forward networks [52,26].

3.4. Forming an MNN using the plant’s topology
The values measured in a production line often originate from
different machines and locations along the sequence in which a pro
duction line is passed by a workpiece and changes its states and value
[82]. This flow can be described in a graph-like structure, the plant to
pology. A NN indirectly has to learn these relationships to represent the
system behaviour. A useful tool to get an overview over the plant to
pology is an adjacency matrix which helps to document variable de
pendencies. In the modelling of the relationships circular dependencies
should be avoided because the methodology in the current state is not
able to model them.
Using the plant topology also helps in splitting an otherwise large
network up into modular subnets that only represent one production
asset and its connected process aspects. In simple terms this means that
subnet represents a relevant machine in a production line. Through the
training of subnets, the learning problem is much simpler than training a
model that represents the whole system with all its inputs and measured
outputs at once (in a Black Box manner) [2]. Training in a Black Box
manner requires more computational effort because more nodes are
needed, as the system behaviour is more complex. Even if the network
node count would be the same as used in the subnets, there would be
more connections and therefore trained weights because all inputs and
outputs are considered and the network is fully connected. Because
training a NN is an NP-complete problem, the training effort grows
exponentially with the number of weights [14,23]. There are algo
rithmic and technical approaches, which accelerate the training for
example by using stochastic gradient descent or executing the training
on hardware which is optimized for matrix operations (e.g. graphical or
tensor processing units). But the NP-complete problem characteristic is
still a valid argument for looking into splitting a learning task in smaller
easier to learn submodules.
This split makes it also possible to individually find the optimal
network parameters in a parameter grid search for each subnet. Such a
hyperparameter tuning identifies the optimal trade-off between training
effort and accuracy. Instead of training one large and complex Black Box
model, several smaller Black Box models are used. The smaller models
only learn a small section of the system at once and are linked according
to the production line topology.

3.5. Optimization with evolutionary algorithms
Supplying a trained NN with an input and calculating an output
according to its training is simple and fast, although the learned
behaviour is complex. The fast network response enables operations that
do many queries over a short time. Having a data-driven representation
model of a production line’s time series is beneficial but its full potential
will only be exploited if this model is queried systematically. An
exemplary use of this is to derive decision support in the production
line’s operation.
The general idea is that a population of different parameter-settings
will be tried out with the previously created learned representation.
Each individual of this population contains a set of valid input values
whose feasibility is ensured through the creation rules in forming new
genes. Since the trained MNN has recurrent nodes in its input layer it
needs several timesteps to produce a valid output. With the concatena
tion of such networks the required number of timesteps increases. The
set of valid input values must therefore consist of enough timesteps to
get a valid output from the whole MNN. Furthermore some evolutionary
algorithms take strategic optimization parameters like the mutation rate
as part of the genome [7].
In a second step of the evolutionary algorithm each individual is
processed as an input for the trained MNN and is assigned a fitness value
according to an objective function and fitness mapping. This function is
either a single network output or a combination of multiple (e.g. like a
KPI). If the optimization goal or iteration threshold is not jet reached the
individuals are sorted according to their fitness. A fitness-depended se
lection rule determines which of the individuals are selected as parents
that create offspring and form a new generation of individuals. The se
lection rule aims to find a balance between convergence (choosing
elites) and a large exploration of solution space (choosing less fit in
dividuals in order to steer the population into a different region towards
the global pareto optimum hypersurface). In order to utilize both con
tradicting effects the selection rule elitism (or selection pressure) will be
low at first and increased over the generations. Each individual is
evaluated and the ones representing the best solutions are getting the
highest chance to be selected as parents for offspring.
5
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Fig. 2. Process schematic of the proof of concept use case. Taken, translated and adapted from [11,10].

To generate offspring either a solution is mutated or two parents are
recombined by creating new individuals that are located in a valid area
between the two parent values. The recombination used here is an
extended version of the original line recombination [66] which acts like
an interpolation but with random weighting and a chance to “shoot” a
bit over the line of interpolation. Mutation is done by adding zero-mean
gaussian noise to the variables. Because the mutation step size is part of
the optimization variables the mutation operator will cause an accel
erated convergence towards high-fitness solutions, otherwise it will
contribute to the search for alternative and new solutions. After this the
new individuals together with some parents are selected depending on
their fitness and create the new generation. This ensures that the overall
fitness rises while also many different solutions are tried before
converging to a pareto optimal one. The pseudo code for a generic
evolutionary algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. For clarity, the tran
sition from and to between solution-space and an embedded space is
omitted.
In preliminary research many operators for selection rules and
population compositions were researched and compared. The details of
the comparison are beyond the scope of this paper, but as a result for the
methodology a recommendation for operators to be used was deter
mined. They are as follows:

Algorithm 1. (Pseudo code for an evolutionary algorithm)
Define the optimization problem by setting the objective function,
goal, input variables and their ranges
Define evolutionary operators and optimization parameters
Initialize a population of random individuals within the range of
the input parameters
Do
Adjust selection pressure
Calculate the individual’s fitness through evaluation of the
objective function
Transform the individual’s fitness into a selection-likelihood by
sorting and ranking them, taking selection pressure into account
Crossover: Apply a selection rule to the individuals to choose
individuals for crossover at random
Apply crossover operator to them
Calculate their fitness and selection-likelihood
Mutation: Apply a selection rule to the individuals to choose
individuals for mutation at random
Apply mutation operator to them
Calculate their fitness and selection-likelihood
Merge crossover and mutation results to children population
Form a new generation according to the population composition
Sort population and find best individual
Decrease mutation step size
While (goal.reached != true or population.converged != true or
population.counter < max_populations)

• It is favourable to create a population consisting of 20% parents and
80% children [6].
• The determination of an individual’s breeding probability should be
done by mapping it to a linear fitness ranking [63]
• The selection rule for recombination should be tournament selection
with the size of three individuals [35].
• As an evolutionary algorithm is a stochastic process the optimization
should be repeated several times to get a more robust result. Only the
best solution over all runs should be utilized.

The benefit of an optimization in this methodology is mostly use case
depended and even if a reasonable objective function can be formulated,
there remains the question of choosing a starting system state to origi
nate the population from.
If an evolutionary algorithm is chosen for auto parameter tuning the
problem of choosing starting conditions is omitted because the starting
condition is already set by adopting the current system state. Once an
6
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Fig. 3. Result of the TS motif search step of the methodology.

Fig. 4. Result of the TS clustering step of the methodology.

timesteps, which could be verified by a grid search. After data cleansing,
reconciliation and dimensionality reduction with a principal component
analysis, the first principal component is analysed with a motif-search
and clustering algorithm. The algorithms used here are the classic
MK_Motif Search Algorithm [60]to find the candidates, Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) [12] to build a distance matrix of those candidates, and
“Weighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean” [73] to create an
bottom-up agglomerative clustering to find a hierarchy in the
candidates.
The MK_Motif Search Algorithm found motifs of 60 timesteps
lengths, stored the most similar TS subsequence pair and excluded both
subsequences from the further search of the remaining TS. This process
is repeated until no full motif could be found any more. The resulting
motif pairs were found to be often 1000 timesteps apart, which can be
the indication of a process repetition or super-cycle. Fig. 3 shows the top
three motif pairs, which were all 1000 timesteps apart. After the search
algorithm, the resulting pairs were separated and with each individual
TS subsequence a similarity matrix was build, that contains the DWT
distance from each subsequence to every other. This matrix served as an
input for the clustering that followed.

objective function is defined and boundary conditions are set the opti
mization can be executed in a loop with the currently measured system
state as an initial optimization point. This would offer a decision support
for online process parameter tuning without the need to define an
optimization scenario by searching of a realistic starting point.
4. Proof of concept
This use case was chosen because it has defined input and output TS
and a known logical dependence of the production equipment compo
nents (e.g. plant topology). The process is a test setup of an industrial
winding process as depicted in Fig. 2. The data is publicly available and
intended for testing system identification approaches. In the proof of
concept use case a plastic web is unwound from a first reel, tracked over
a traction reel and finally rewound on a third reel. Tachometers measure
the angular speed of each reel (S1, S2, S3) and tension meters measure
the tension between the reels (T1, T3). There are DC-motors and
reduction gears coupled to the reels. Each DC-motor is controlled by a
regulator which adjusts the motor current (I1 and I3) while also moni
toring the angular speed. For optimization purposes it is estimated that
the desired objective property of the process is a consistent mid-level
tension (T1 and T3) on the plastic web. The angular speeds are the
process variables and the motor currents (I1 and I3) are the controllable
input variables of the system. The plastic web tensions are the objective
variables for which a model training and an optimization is conducted
[11,10,25].
4.1. Data exploration through clustering
After preprocessing a first aspect to consider is the selection of a
suitable motif length. In this example upon inspection, it could be seen
that similar patterns were occurring with a typical length of 60
7
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to train a classifier.

Table 1
Adjacency matrix of the use case topology.

4.2. Learned representation

Inputs
Outputs

Unwinder Reel
Tensioner Reel
Rewinder Reel

I1
I1
I3
S1
T1
S2
S3
T2

I3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Global
Inputs

S1

1
1

T1

S2

S3

T2

To prepare the use case’s “production line” topology it is useful to
describe the dependency of the variables with an adjacency matrix. It
helps in structuring relationships and makes clear which variables are
determined by which. In this use case a reel’s rotational speed is
assigned as an output to the reel and the net tension between two reels is
assigned as an output to the latter.
After the adjacency matrix as in Table 1 is built a layout of an NN can
be derived from it. In this layout, there is a subnet for each aggregate. As
can be seen in Fig. 5 (also compare to Fig. 2) the only input aspects into

Global Output
1
1

1
1

Global Output

Fig. 5. A modular neural network (MNN) is
formed according to the known topology. Each
reel is represented by a separate subnetwork.
Each reel’s subnetwork is dependent on the
amperage setpoint of the reels driving motor.
Each reel’s subnetwork has the reels angular
speed as objective. Tension between two reels is
trained as an output of the downstream (later)
reel. The dashed box indicates that the whole
“production line” and therefore the resulting has
MNN only 2 controllable inputs and 2 outputs,
which are relevant for product quality. The
number of nodes in the visualization is not the
actually used node count.
Table 2
The influence on using cluster information for the training of NNs. R is the Target-Prediction Correlation Coefficient, which indicates the error the neural network
makes in its test prediction.

NN Configuration*

One network per Output + Random Blocks
(Benchmark)
One network per Output + Use all clusters as
blocks

R
MSE
Calculation time in
sec
R
MSE
Calculation time in
sec

S1

T1

S2

S3

T2

Improvement compared to
Benchmark

n = 25

n = 15

n = 20

n = 35

n = 20

d1 = 1:5
d2 = 1:3
0.561
0.00878
1.103

d1 = 1:5
d2 = 1:3
0.909
0.0123
0.860

d1 = 1:5
d2 = 1
0.315
0.0280
1.207

d1 = 1:15
d2 = 1:8
0.499
0.0194
150.6

d1 = 1:5
d2 = 1:4
0.924
0.00353
1.963

Higher is better
Lower is better
Lower is better

0.801
0.00345
1.092

0.943
0.00752
1.014

0.630
0.01499
1.0181

0.777
0.00536
153.2

0.940
0.00194
2.127

40.79%
111.4%
− 1.75%

*
In the NN configuration n stands for the node count in the hidden layer, d1 for the number of input delay nodes and d2 the number of feedback delay nodes as
shown in Fig. 1.

The search for a good cluster count1 suggests a high number of
clusters that indicates a chaotic behaviour. The dendrogram2 as seen in
Fig. 4 brings a more insight and lets the practitioner see that, despite the
dissimilarity of motif pairs, he or she could choose a cluster count of
three or alternatively two to structure the data with coarse clusters and

the modular network are I1 and I3. Reel rotation speeds are assigned as
output aspects for the subnets that represent the respective reel. Tension
aspects that result from the interaction between two reels were assigned
to the downstream (later) reel. Circular dependencies or upstream in
teractions are either omitted or simplified into parallel placed subnets,
because otherwise a training of separate networks would be very
complicated and would require a co-training of both networks at the
same time.
For each network mentioned in this paper, a two-stage3 grid search
over all reasonable parameters was conducted to find suitable parame
ters for each net. Suitable means that the calculation time for training
the network stayed below 3000 s and that the networks prediction
performance on an held-out dataset did not improve upon adding more

1
This means the median of the suggested cluster count produced by CalinskiHarabasz criterion [16], Davies-Bouldin-Evaluation index [24] and Silhouette
values [68]
2
A dendrogram is a visualisation format for hierarchies and often used in
biology. In cluster analysis it is used to show which cluster vertical lines are
similar by the vertical lines. Similar clusters can be merged into superclusters.
Their distance is represented by horizontal lines. Superclusters can be merged
again with other supercluster or with unmerged single clusters at the displayed
distances. This visualizes a higher structure in the data. It is recommended to
“cut” this tree structure if the desired cluster count is reached or if there is a
sharp increase merged distance for the next higher supercluster in order to find
the data cluster count.

3
Two-stage means that a grid search was first conducted with large step
intervals followed by a smaller grid search in the neighbourhood of the first
stage’s best candidates but using smaller intervals and more repetitions.
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Table 3
Improvements of using one network per output vs one network per production asset.
4

NN Configuration

One network per Reel + clusters as blocks

R
MSE
Calculation time in sec

S1

T1

S2

S3

T2

Improvement compared to Benchmark

n = 35
d1 = 1:20
d2 = 3
0.561
0.00878
1.103

n = 30
d1 = 1:40
d2 = 3
0.939
0.0111
4.196

n = 30
d1 = 1:20
d2 = 5
0.726
0.00352
401.0

0.769
30.4%
− 162.9%

0.924

37.6%

Fig. 6. An MNN in accordance with the known topology and Fig. 5, but with a separate network for each training objective. This way the training tasks are
simplified. Each subnet is dimensioned with a parameter grid search to find an adequate and required neural network complexity. Therefore, some subnetworks are
simpler than others are if, for example, they have fewer inputs and their objective is easier to learn.

nodes, similar to Setiono [72]. To rate the networks prediction result
two indicators are employed. R as the Target-Prediction Correlation
Coefficient and the Mean Squared Error (MSE), which both indicate the
error the NN makes in its prediction on the test dataset. Because some
networks have multiple output elements which can have largely
different ranges the MSE is scaled relative to the original objective data
to the range [− 1,1]. Also, the time duration for training each network is
reported as calculation time. For rating purposes, the relative
improvement to the benchmark network (using one subnetwork per
output and randomly chosen training datasets see first row of Table 2) is
recorded. Since for R higher is better and for the MSE and the calculation
time lower is better, the ratio to the benchmark is subtracted with one
for the relative improvement of R and subtracted from one for the
relative improvement of the MSE and calculation time.
Because the TS would usually be separated for cross validation at
random into training, validation and testing datasets, this configuration
together with a one-network-per-output approach is used as a bench
mark. To incorporate the results from the data exploration through
clustering step the cluster structure information is used to split the
dataset instead of using a random split. In doing so it has to ensured that,
if possible, the new data split contains instances of all clusters in all three
datasets without repetition. This is achieved by a simple recursive al
gorithm that evaluates cluster instance occurrences as split point can
didates beginning from seldomly occurring clusters and proceeding with

more frequent ones. The claim that this improves the training accuracy
is confirmed for the use case in Table 2, which shows that the training
using the motifs indices as training dataset blocks is more accurate than
using random TS blocks. The MSE could be halved and R improved by
40%. Therefore, for the following NN and MNN, motifs from all clusters
are used as training, validation and test dataset blocks (but without
using a motif twice.)
The use of a new NN for each cluster was also evaluated but resulted
in poor results because of sparse training data. With a much larger
dataset, this could change, but for SMEs, this is often infeasible, as they
either would need months’ worth of data records or multiple identical
processes running in parallel.
Table 3 shows the impact of using a separate network for each aspect
as shown in Fig. 6. On average, it is better to employ single output nets
than to make a network learn to predict multiple outputs correctly. It is
also more time consuming since the multiple input multiple output
network have many weights to train. It is interesting to see that S2 (the
TS that seems to be the most difficult to learn) is predicted better for a
network that also predicts the second reels other measured value as an
additional output. The reason could be that the behaviour of S2 is
chaotic but has some correlation to T1 that is more predictable.
The investigated alternative to an MNN are a two MIMO and one
MISO NN (as shown in Fig. 7). These are named Black Box A, B and C.
There are several alternatives, as it has also been examined whether the

Fig. 7. The Modular Neural Network (Fig. 6) is tested against variants of a Black Box Model NN. These variants are schematically depicted here. Black Box A is a
MIMO NN that uses only the controllable aspects as inputs. Black Box B is also a MINO NN but uses all non-output aspects as input, even if they cannot be controlled.
Black Box C is a MISO NN. It is similar to Black Box A but uses parallel subnetworks in order to have only one network per objective aspect.
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use of a multi output networks (Black Box A, B) over a multi-output
network (the proposed MNN but also Black Box C) is again beneficial.
In addition, the influence on using only the controllable as input (Black
Box A, C) versus using all measured aspects (except the objective as
pects) as inputs (Black Box B) was investigated. Using these aspects as
inputs too is arguably feasible in a subsequent evolutionary optimization
(methodology step 3) by excluding those, which are not controllable
from the gene structure, and setting those with current measured values.
As depicted in Table 4, the usage of an MNN created by connecting
individually trained smaller subnets according to the plant’s topology
brings some improvement in accuracy. The MSE and R values are better
than those of a Black Box NN using the same input aspects to predict all
objective aspects in one (Black Box A) or separate NNs (Black Box C) but
worse than a NN that uses all controllable and measured aspects (Black
Box B).
Because the MNN uses subnetwork predictions as input in later
subnets, the subnetwork prediction error is also propagated. That is why
the MNN performs worse than individually trained MISO NN from
Table 2 or Black Box B. Nevertheless, in online production use of a NN
the intermediate process aspects are not known beforehand which is
why the MNN and Black Box A & C are the only NNs which are suited for
this use case. Block Box B or single output NNs that predict objective
values from intermediate aspects can be used in production, but they
need all input as well as intermediate aspects to predict the next time
steps target aspects. NNs which use intermediate aspects as well are
therefore restricted to use cases that work with historical data or pro
duction environment that have intermediate process aspects instantly
available.
It needs to be mentioned that the results are not completely com
parable because through the concatenation of NARX networks with their
feedback inputs there are more timesteps needed before the MNN pro
duces an output than the Black Box model even if it uses more feedback
input neurons. This longer response time shortens the test period used to
evaluate the accuracy.

Table 4
Training one big network with a flat structure vs training a modular network
with a structure like the plant topology. NN configuration in line with Table 2.
T1

Modular network
from single
output networks
according to the
plant topology
[Grey-Box, see
Fig. 6]
Network
configuration
same as “One
network per
Output + Use all
clusters as
blocks” but with
connected
networks
MIMO NN with the
controllable
aspects as inputs
and the objective
aspects as output
[Black Box A, see
Fig. 7]
trainbr n = 35;
d1 = 1:20; d2 =
1:2
MIMO NN with all
measured
aspects as input
and the target
aspects as output
[Black Box B, see
Fig. 7]
trainbr
n = 35; d1 =
1:20; d2 = 1:10
MISO NN with the
controllable
aspects as input
[Black Box C, see
Fig. 7]
trainbr n = 35;
d1 = 1:20; d2 =
1
trainlm n = 35;
d1 = 1:20; d2 =
1:2

T2

Improvement
compared to
Benchmark
(see Table 2)

R
MSE
Calculation
time in sec

0.950
0.00700
158.5

0.914
0.00241

1.71%
37.41%
− 1.777%

R
MSE
Calculation
time in sec

0.936
0.00399
118.9

0.872

− 1.329%
27.21%
23.65%

R
MSE
Calculation
time in sec

0.988
0.00318
2588.8

0.935

4.94%
42.02%
− 1562.3%

R
MSE
Calculation
time in sec

0.963
0.00508
154.4

0.718
0.0139
322.2

− 8.14%
− 117.3%
− 206.04%

4.3. Optimization with evolutionary algorithms
To utilize the trained representation for an optimization task the
evolutionary approach, as shown in Fig. 8, is intended to be used.
An optimization is often use case depended. This means even if data
is available and the plant topology is known - which is rare with public
datasets - it still needs to be determined what the optimization goal (in
other words the objective function) and the boundary conditions are. As
this is unknown for this use case and could not be found for any other
real-world industrial dataset, the authors resorted to a synthetic opti
mization scenario to showcase the third methodology step.
The optimization goal in this use case is to find an input data pattern
which results in an smooth web tension (T1, T2) that is kept close to 1,
while keeping the inputs in the ranges that they demonstrated in the
Fig. 8. Basic steps of optimizing the eligible
inputs for a desired combination of T1 and
T2 through evolutionary algorithms. First, an
initial population of feasible solutions (e.g.
value tuples of I1 and I3) is created at
random. After that each solutions fitness (e.g.
KPI consisting of T1 and T2) is evaluated by
querying the trained MNN, that represents
the system behaviour, with the tuples. In the
following Selection step, solutions are chosen
as parents of a next generation, with fitter
solutions have a better chance of selection.
To form next generation selected parent so
lutions are recombined and mutated at
random to form offspring solutions that
replace part of the old generation. This is
looped until a stopping criterion is met.
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Objective function value

32

16
most_childs
all_childs

8

most_parents
best_of

4

2
10

30

50

70

90

110

Generations
Fig. 9. Resulting objective values and the generations needed for each optimization. Population composition, selection rules and fitness mappings were varied
systematically. Here only the result aspect population composition is annotated. Most_childs is 80%, all_childs 100%, most_parents 20% children in each new
population. Best_of means that both parents and children compete in the getting into the next population.

boundary conditions to the input data, for example a restriction of a
maximum change rate for certain variables. But as this is not known here
it is assumed that the production line’s inertance is low enough to allow
all sudden changes within the boundaries.
The basis for the implementation of the evolutionary strategies is
“Yarpiz Evolutionary Algorithms Toolbox (YPEA)” by Heris [40] under
MIT license. This is a MATLAB framework for the definition and solution
of optimization problems with evolutionary algorithms and heuristics.
The genetic algorithm of this framework was adapted by the authors to
use continuously real-valued gene values with a coding space from 0 to 1
instead of binary coded genes. With this adaption the genetic algorithm
was reprogrammed to an evolutionary strategy.
To define an optimization problem in YPEA the following aspects
need to be defined:
These values are either taken from the defaults that were set in YPEA
or found in literature [63]. The choice of operators, selection rules and
population compositions were tried out in a board empirical study with
this use case to find out with settings provided robustly good results. The
details of this comparison study are beyond the scope of this paper but as
an excerpt Fig. 9 shows the resulting objective values and the required
generations over the variation of the population composition. The
empirical study resulted in the recommendation for default settings for
the application of the methodology which are used here and displayed in
Table 5.
As the optimization goal is synthetic the performance in this use case
is not representative for the methodology. Nonetheless the characteristic
of the optimization problem is realistic although further boundary
conditions are likely required in a real optimization use case. The
resulting input pattern scored on average an objective function value of
4.05 while random guessing averaged on 54. This cannot be bench
marked against general numeric optimization methods as the MNN
cannot directly be differentiated and is therefore not suited for most
numeric optimizations as already discussed in Section 3.3.
To transform this optimization into an online optimization YPEA was
adapted even further. Instead of initializing the population randomly
distributed over the whole value range of input values it gets initialized
with a gaussian distribution around the currently measured system state.
Although the population starts from the current system state, measures
have to be taken to keep the first few timesteps of the optimized solution
close to this state, if the system has restriction on maximum change
rates. This is achieved by expanding the objective function with a pen
alty term, which penalizes the objective function value if the difference
from the current actual system state to the first timesteps of the optimal
input data pattern is too large.

Table 5
Parameters and operator choices for the optimization problem of the use case.
evolutionary algorithm aspect

Parameter and operator choices for the
evolutionary algorithm

Variables with defined value range
limit and boundary conditions

The variables are the input variables of the
MNN and their timesteps. The number of
timesteps should be at least to required
timesteps of the MNN to fill all recurrent
nodes and produce a valid output. In this case
60 timesteps were determined.
The objective function is the sum of the
squared difference of the web tensions to the
desired level of one. The objective function is
minimal if the web tensions are both close to
one and increase with the power of two if it
deviates from it.
The optimization goal is a minimization of
the objective function and the termination
criterion is a maximum number of
generations of 200 or a solution convergence.
Here a solution is converged if it does not
change over 15 generations.
Repetition: An optimization consisted of 5
full runs.
Population size 200 Individuals
Crossover-Operator: Extended Line
Recombination with an extension of 10%
Crossover-Probability 70%
Mutation-Operator: uncorrelated Mutation
with a generic and dimension specific
mutation rate of 0.1 with a mutation rate
damping of 1% per generation
Mutation-Probability for individuals 30% but
only 10% of the genes from the selected
individuals get mutated
Selection rules and population compositions
were set as described in chapter 3.3.

An objective function that can be
calculated using the variables

An optimization goal or termination
criterion

The choice of an optimization
algorithm and its execution
parameters

training dataset. The latter aspect is ensured through an adequate gene
value range and the first is achieved by minimizing the following
objective function.
n=60∑
timesteps

objectiveminimization =

(

1 − T1,n

)2

)2
(
+ 1 − T2,n

(1)

1

In this case the parts of the objective function are equally weighted
with a factor of 1. If a pareto optimum should be placed towards a
variable, then its weight has to be adjusted.
In a real optimization scenario, there would likely be further
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For the use case this was implemented and tested with the available
training data as an initialization state, but no real measured system state
was available.
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This this work a ML methodology was introduced which combines a
clustering of TS, representing them with MNNs and using this repre
sentation for optimization purposes like parameter tuning, in order to
gain more benefits combined than the algorithms alone
From the proof of concept with a real-world production dataset, it is
evident that finding reoccurring motifs in TS data first and using them in
the training of a NN for regression leads to advantages in accuracy.
Furthermore, utilizing the plant topology to structure the NNs into an
MNN was a beneficial approach in this use case. Having a subnetwork
for each production asset did ease the individual network’s learning
task. Though asset cross correlations might be lost, this MNN approach
helps to build networks that resemble production assets closely.
A spreadsheet interface was implemented and provided to easily setup multiple runs of a NN training in MATLAB, including interconnecting
the NNs inputs and outputs to form a MNN. Through this interface it is
possible to run a grid search for a NN training in order to find optimal
network parameters. In preliminary work the authors investigated the
integration of design of experiments approaches into the grid search but
found no conclusive result which would significantly reduce the search
effort.
Although the proof of concept with industrial data showed an
improvement in accuracy for all objectives, more investigation and
benchmarks need to be conducted to assess, if the identified advantages
can be confirmed in various real-world situations. Especially the use of a
plant topology in networks in this manner needs to be proven and
further extended for more complex topologies.
In terms of future work, the learned representation could also be
achieved with LSTM NNs [43,55]and their deeper extensions [48]which
both showed good performance in literature even without the constraint
of fixed subsequence lengths. They are able to find longer-term patterns
and decide for themselves, which subsequences influence the long-term
memory. This advantage means less effort in feature creation (in this
case motifs search) and expert process knowledge is necessary, which
according to Gamboa [33] makes them more universal. However, the
trade-off to the NNs of this paper would be that they are harder to train
and require a certain level of ML expertise. Applying advanced NNs
would mean a more Black-Box-like modelling behaviour. This would
also impede a steering of the learning towards the previously identified
meaningful machine states (interpreted motifs) and plant topologies. To
verify that it is indeed an acceptable trade-off to a possibly more accu
rate TS representation the authors aim to compare accuracy and amount
of parameter tuning for a LSTM NN to the application of a NARX in
future work.
Regarding the data exploration, there are many algorithms available
for feature extraction, clustering as well as TS representation. Therefore,
the authors intend to perform a comparison of different algorithm
combinations over a large database with sample datasets from different
applications. An early summary of the comparison was already pub
lished in [38]. Again, the focus there was on parameter-light imple
mentations, like in Yeh, Zhu et al. [84]. The data exploration algorithms
used the early preliminary outcome of this comparison study. The aim of
further investigations is to find a combination of feature extraction and
clustering algorithms that discover clusters in the data accurately and
within a feasible amount of calculation effort. Further research is
planned on the transformation of the data into an aggregated TS rep
resentation to speed up the calculation.
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